
TänkBar is a venue with thinking on the menu.  
 
The Swedish word TänkBar has several meanings - “thinkable", “possible to think” 
and a “bar where to think”. It’s a tasty and visual combination of a restaurant, 
meeting room and creative studio - made for thinking. 
 
There are several TänkBar ‘home sites’ in the Stockholm area and we also open 
temporary TänkBar at conferences, inside offices, in public spaces and in schools.  
  

Food for thought 

TIME    •    TEAMWORK    •    THINKABILITY 



NEWS 
 

A menu for observation, assessment and 
classification of current events 

ANALYSIS 
 

A menu for structuring, evaluating and 
prioritizing the details that control all other 

details in plans, processes and products 

LANGUAGE 
 

A menu for creating mutual understanding 
on a deeper level  for the concepts that 

are key in your policy 

DECISIONS 
 

A menu for clarifying decision criteria, 
designing clear decisions and 

communicating decisions so that others 
can take the decisions you have taken. 

IDEAS 
 

A menu for generating lots and lots of 
ideas, angles and areas of interest  

when switching point of reference by design 

LEARNING 
 

A menu for describing concepts, 
visualising patterns and increasing 
memory capacity when implementing 

different kinds of skills development 

SITUATION 
 

A menu for visualising and clarifying  
an actual situation in order to see  

what’s going on and where you’re really at 

PLANNING 
 

A menu for picking, linking and  
time planning activities within a project 

Don’t know what to think? No worries! Our TänkBaristas will help you! 

PRESENTATION 
 

A menu for presenting information in  
interesting, involving and  

interactive ways 

PROBLEMSOLVING 
 

A menu for distinguishing, rating och 
expressing workable solutions 

Food for thought 



TEAMWORK 
 

A menu for linking resources and 
improving collaboration 

SIMULATION 
  

A menu for doing test runs or  
reconstructing  projects in order to  

create guidelines, be more prepared 
and improve plans 

STRATEGY 
 

A menu for defining, synergising and 
specifying strategic choices that effects 

focus, mind set and actions 

MIND WORKOUT 
 

A menu for getting into better shape when  
thinking together as a group and  

taking mental notes 

TREND 
 

A menu for giving attention to and 
combining various trends 

STUDY 
 

A menu for gathering information, 
adding perspectives and  

explaining consequences 

Food for thought 

Don’t know what to think? No worries! Our TänkBaristas will help you! 

In TänkBar you're able 
to dine or have a coffee 
break while meeting, 
thinking and learning. 

As a TänkBar guest you're supported by 
our staff of TänkBaristas, both in serving 
the thinking menu and the food menu. 



Food packaging is used 
as visual props. 

Multiple senses are activated 
when photos, symbols and 
words are placed on objects 
in the environment. 

The table setting is setup 
for presenting information 
and engaging participants 
while dining. 

How do things work… 



In our TänkBar there are 
plenty of thinking tools  that 
simplifies implementation. 

In our TänkBar it’s easy to 
visualise on objects  
and surfaces. 

…in our TänkBar? 

In our TänkBar it’s easy to 
capture group memories 
and remember what you were 
thinking together. 



Thinkability  
- a venue made to increase the ability to think together  
In TänkBar, chances are that you will actually hear each other, 
analyse real issues, come up with new ideas, make decisions, 
create useable plans and learn new stuff quicker.  

Time 
- a place for combing business with culinary pleasure 
You finally have time for food and drinks without having to  
miss out on improving that meeting, designing that presentation, 
creating that class or arranging that important event. 

Teamwork  
- a watering hole where skills resurface 
You easily create a focused and energising atmosphere when 
borrowing each others brains over a tasty treat. 



A venue with thinking on the menu! 

YOUR CONFERENCE 
YOUR OFFICE 
YOUR CITY 

We’ll help you set up a TänkBar  
and train TänkBaristas on site. 

Quickly and smoothly. 

tankbarofsweden.se tankbarofsweden 

tankbar@ming.se 
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